
Feedback regarding ACP 2023-015 

To: Aviation team at

 

Feedback: 

 

Name       

Email       

Representing     

Address (including postcode if possible)   

Feedback: 

I object to the implementation of ACP-2023-015 in general and TDA area C in particular. 

TDA area C max altitude restriction of 1750ft places a serious risk for pilots transiting west of the 

Newcastle CTR due to common occurrence of low cloud base in the area. The area is a busy transit 

route, already squeezed by the existing danger areas to the north and it well known for local low 

cloud base and changeable weather due the effect of terrain on local weather. A TDA up to 2300 ft 

in the case of TDA area E is a serious concern for any pilot undertaking a flight in this area. 

With no TDA crossing service there is unacceptable risk to the pilot. 

Flights to/from Scotland already have weather challenges that can change considerably even within 

the period of such a flight (I have personal experience of this on several occasions) and any altitude 

constraints are a major risk factor that must have considered prior to any acceptance of this drone 

trial.  

In general, the whole concept of drone trials in an area well served by roads is beyond belief. There 

is no attempt to integrate drones with existing GA traffic, just to exclude GA traffic from a relatively 

busy area and place existing airspace users in potential life-threatening situations. 

I wish to point out that I recently supported a drone trial in Ayrshire, Scotland run by CAELUS (ACP 

2023-103 N2 route) as they have made a good effort to mitigate risks and have a real need to fly to 

the islands where road and ferry transport has limitations. The Apian drone trial by comparison is a 

clear effort to obtain funding for a redundant drone trial at the expense of GA pilot’s safety. 

 





Aviation team at

A feedback form is provided and a word document is attached to the email

containing this material for your use if you wish.

Responses regarding the proposed trial TDA submission must be received by

22nd September 2023.

Name

Email

Representing

Address (including

postcode if possible)

Feedback: Having already had a TDA imposed on our airspace for “NHS Trials”

I can confirm that these “Trials” over the course of a year consisted of 2 flights

carrying actual loads and 1 drone crash at our local hospital. Several

“ stakeholder consultations” which were PR events designed to persuade

impacted parties that these trials were not airspace grabs for future use by

companies like Amazon were met with the derision that they deserved.
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ACP-2023-015 Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust feasibility flights
within a trial Temporary Danger Area (TDA).

31 July 2023 at 09:44

Dear ACP proposer

Thank you for your information.  

The British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA) represents 7500 pilots who fly hang gliders, paragliders
and their powered variants (e.g. paramotors).  It is important to point out that whilst most paraglider and hang glider
pilots are BHPA members, a portion of the UK's paramotor community exists independently of the BHPA, and the
BHPA’s safety information cannot be certain to reach these pilots.

Our members operate from hills, sea cliffs, licensed and unlicensed aerodromes, tow fields and farmers’ fields, from
the surface to cloudbase, singly or in gaggles of multiple aircraft. We do not fly with airband radios or transponders.

Your ACP proposal has been forwarded to local hang gliding and paragliding clubs who may be affected by your ACP,
and may contact you directly. These clubs operate on a volunteer basis so a reply may not be immediate.  However,
no response from them at this stage of your ACP application is no guarantee that your proposal (or any subsequent
revisions) will not affect their operations.

For more information about hang gliding and paragliding (particularly related to EC) please refer to the document I link
to here: https://www.bhpa.co.uk/documents/members/index.php?doc=BHPA_EC_Position.pdf

Kind regards

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
<ACP-2023-015 feedback form.docx><ACP-2023-015 Trial Plan.pdf>
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ACP-2023-015 Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust feasibility flights
within a trial Temporary Danger Area (TDA).

2 August 2023 at 13:34

Dear 

Thank you very much for your email.

We appreciate the time you have taken to respond to our stakeholder engagement, and want to assure you that we
are committed to reviewing and responding to all feedback received.
Thank you for forwarding our proposal to the local hang gliding and paragliding clubs and we will await any feedback
they may have. 
In the meantime, if you would like to talk to one of our team, please respond to this email and we will contact you. 

Kind regards,

[Quoted text hidden]
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[Airspace] Fwd: Drone trial Northumberland

1 August 2023 at 09:33

FYI 

--------

Date: Tue, 1 Aug 2023, 09:30
Subject: Drone trial Northumberland
To: 

Dear sirs,

As an aircraft owner I wish to object to the proposed drone trials in the strongest terms:

1. The area is G class airspace (uncontrolled) and allows pilots to navigate south either under controlled airspace
along the east coast, or via Hexham to the west. Frequently only one of these routes is viable due to weather
conditions. Recently I had to divert along the east route due to bad weather to the west in order to get to my home
airfield safely. The trial would deny any of these routes effectively cutting off the airspace north of Hexham / Newcastle
/ Spadeadam without gaining authority to enter Newcastle controlled airspace.

2. Newcastle ATC rarely allow transits through their airspace due to their workload, meaning the trial would prevent
ANY route through to the north or south - how can any respectable company propose such a denial of airspace to
every user just to benefit themselves?

3.  Losing off vast swathes of airspace from surface level is incredibly dangerous - where does a pilot perform an
enforced emergency landing - CERTAINLY NOT IN CONTROLLED AIRSPACE but your proposal leaves no choice!!!

4. If the NHS are so dependant on these supplies how do they manage when the weather prevents flying - surely one
person in a van or the FREE blood bike service is a better use of financial resources - or is this trial really aimed at
retailers like Amazon???

--
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "hello" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to hello+unsubscribe@apian.aero.
To view this discussion on the web, visit https://groups.google.com/a/apian.aero/d/msgid/hello/FA3E01FE-F91E-
4C2E-BE24-629F692D4854%40gmail.com.
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ACP-2023-015 Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust feasibility flights
within a trial Temporary Danger Area (TDA).

1 August 2023 at 18:12

Hi please see feedback/queries below:

 

Name

Email

Representing

Address (including postcode if possible)

Feedback:

NGET have key national infrastructure (overhead lines and substations) in proposed TDAs A, C & D which require
routine and emergency patrols by NGET helicopter and EVLOS UAS in the same airspace band as the Zips. NGET
Helicopter and EVLOS UAS patrols will often require 2-3hours of continual access at low level in the hover at 100-
300ft agl.  A 6 month TDA programme with 12 BVLOS UAS flights per day between 0800-1800 will severely limit the
necessary and at times, short-notice and continuous access to NG assets for condition assessment unless real-
time co-ordination/deconfliction can be achieved.  What communications network will enable TDA access for key
survey aircraft and what electronic conspicuity is proposed (eg will the helicopter/EVLOS pilot be able to talk to the
BVLOS pilots? Are Zips ADS-B equipped?) How will airspace users know which sectors are active at a given time,
if timings change at short notice?
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From

Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust feasibility flights within a trial
Temporary Danger Area (TDA).

 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organisation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. If you suspect this email is malicious, please use the 'Report

Phish' button.

[Quoted text hidden]

This e-mail, and any attachments are strictly confidential and intended for the addressee(s) only. The content may
also contain legal, professional or other privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the
sender immediately and then delete the e-mail and any attachments. You should not disclose, copy or take any action
in reliance on this transmission.

You may report the matter by contacting us via our UK Contacts Page or our US Contacts Page (accessed by clicking
on the appropriate link)

Please ensure you have adequate virus protection before you open or detach any documents from this transmission.
National Grid plc and its affiliates do not accept any liability for viruses. An e-mail reply to this address may be subject
to monitoring for operational reasons or lawful business practices.

For the registered information on the UK operating companies within the National Grid group please use the attached
link: https://www.nationalgrid.com/group/about-us/corporate-registrations

ACP-2023-015_Trial_Plan.pdf
2825K
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ACP-2023-015 Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust feasibility flights
within a trial Temporary Danger Area (TDA).

4 August 2023 at 15:24

Good afternoon

Thank you very much for responding with feedback to our proposal. We appreciate the time it has taken to read the
material and provide constructive feedback. 

In order to coordinate with your operations, we would like to meet and discuss this in detail to ensure you are not
adversely impacted.  We have experience in accommodating and de-conflicting with HEMS and other similar airspace
users and are confident we can find a mutually agreeable solution.

The UAS will be equipped with ADS-B in to provide the UAS operator with a picture of air traffic. Activation of the TDA
will be communicated via NOTAM with a minimum of 24hrs notice provided. If we are not utilising the airspace, we will
request for the NOTAM to be deactivated in accordance with the flexible use of airspace principles. Contact details for
the operations team will be included in the NOTAM. 

If you could please suggest a convenient time for us to discuss your operations in detail, that would be greatly
appreciated. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Kind regards

[Quoted text hidden]
--
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[Airspace] ACP 2023-015

1 August 2023 at 12:54

I note that the LAA are listed as a consultee but have no record of any contact.  Can you kindly
advise when / where it was sent ?

 

Can I also note that we have not had the opportunity to comment and that although the closing
date is I understand passed we still wish to do so.
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[Airspace] ACP-2023-015

1 August 2023 at 10:40

Name:                   

 

Email:                   

 

Representing:  

 

Address:             

 

Feedback:            The ACP would prevent pilots north or south of the ATZ around Newcastle from
being able to fly between these 2 areas.

Generally, Zone transits through Newcastle controlled airspace are refused, making the only possible
route to go outside their controlled zone.  In order to do this, and remain safe, we need to pass under
the extreme East or West of the Zone, at below 1,500 feet.

With the ACP active we cannot do this, meaning we cannot transit from north to south, or south to
north of Newcastle, cutting us off from the remainder of the country.

Unless Newcastle ATC can GUARANTEE that all requests for a Zone transit will be approved,
including for those aircraft without radio or transponder.

We also fly non-certified aircraft, meaning that we must always fly with the possibility of needing an
emergency landing in the event of a failure.

If the ACP goes down to the surface we could not do that, even if we attempted to fly above the ACP
area.  This is potentially dangerous.

 

This proposal would cause great inconvenience to all aircraft in the North of the country, cutting us off
from the remainder of the countrys’ flying, and create a danger for all of us.
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[Airspace] ACP-2023-015

4 August 2023 at 15:41

Good afternoon

Thank you very much for responding with feedback to our proposal. We appreciate the time it has taken to read the
material and the constructive feedback you have provided. We would be more than happy to meet and discuss this
with you, but in the meantime, we have addressed your points below.

As former Air Traffic Controllers, we understand the need to safely transit within the area. However, your insight as
someone who flies within Northumberland is invaluable and helps us to better understand how the shared airspace
can be utilised.

Apian is being supported and guided by Newcastle International ATC regarding operations in close proximity to
Newcastle Airport. We will continue to re-evaluate the DACS and DAAIS requirements based on feedback from the
aviation community and refinement of the airspace.  
We acknowledge your comments on the potential unfortunate requirement that you may need an emergency landing
in our proposed TDA. We would of course follow CAA guidance and adhere to CAA regulations. 

Apian was founded by two NHS doctors, and all of our work is focused on providing improved healthcare to our
patients and clinicians. We are working directly with the Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, to provide an
on-demand delivery service in the most rural NHS Trust in England.  For more details on the use case, please see
Annex B in the trial engagement material. 

If you have any further questions or would like to schedule a meeting with either our healthcare or aviation team,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards
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[Airspace] Public safety

1 August 2023 at 20:18
Reply-To: airspace@ap an.aero
To: airspace@apian.aero

I would like to object to unmanned drone flying. Do they carry any conspicuity device to make them visible to other
manned aircraft or the ability to avoid other aircraft if on a collision course. 
Unmanned and poorly equipped drones are accidents waiting to happen, in a mid air collision the drone would be lost
along with the airplane and human pilot plus anyone on the ground hit by the debris. 
Drone delivery service will cost lives, then statements that you will learn from the accident.
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[Airspace] Public safety

4 August 2023 at 15:51

Good afternoon

Thank you very much for responding with feedback to our proposal. We appreciate the time it has taken to read the
material and the constructive feedback you have provided. We would be more than happy to meet and discuss this
with you, but in the meantime, we have addressed your points below. 

The Uncrewed Aircraft System (UAS) will be equipped with ADS-B in to provide the UAS operator with a picture of air
traffic. However, our proposal is to conduct these feasibility flights in a Temporary Danger Area (TDA) which provides
safe segregated airspace for our operations. This trial will help support the long term plan to better understand how
UAS and other aviators can safely share airspace.  

Our previous trial conducted over 200 successful flights. Here is a link to the report from our project. The UAS
operator we have selected for this trial has flown over 75.5 million kilometres and completed more than 700,000
commercial deliveries worldwide to date. Operational authorisation will be required from the CAA prior to the
commencement of flight operations.

If you have any further questions or would like to schedule a meeting with either our healthcare or aviation team,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards

--
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[Airspace] Re: Northumbria Visit

2 August 2023 at 15:28

H

Yes it looks a very dangerous proposal indeed and I gather is causing a pretty fierce reaction all round.

I think a meeting will be very necessary to discuss it. 

Kind regards

On Wed, 2 Aug 2023 at 13:52, wrote:
Dear

We recently sent you our trial plan for ACP-2023-015. 
We really appreciate any feedback we get regarding our trials and was wondering if a visit to your airfield might
allow us time to talk though our proposal face to face, and also answer any questions you might have.
We would also happily support a virtual briefing in addition for your members if you believe that would be of benefit.
Please let me know if this is something that might interest you and we can organise a suitable date.

Kind regards
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[Airspace] ACP-2023-015 Trial - Feedback

3 August 2023 at 13:10

Dear 
Thank you very much for your email.

We appreciate the time you have taken to respond to our stakeholder engagement, and want to assure you that we
are committed to reviewing and responding to all feedback received. We anticipate getting back to you within 3
working days. In the meantime, if you would like to talk to one of our team, please respond to this email and we will
contact you. 

Kind regards,

On Thu, 3 Aug 2023 at 10:07  wrote:

Name:

 

Email:

 

Representing:  

 

Address

 

Feedback:

 

I object to this proposed ACP in the strongest terms as the TDA design completely fails to adhere to the CAA
requirement to minimise impact on other air users. It closes two grass airstrips, blocks the busy East Coast VFR
coastal transit route under the Newcastle CTA, creates choke points that will result in a large increase in traffic
seeking Newcastle zone transits/Spadeadam D510 crossings and is unreasonable in its vertical planning, extending
to around 1500ft AGL in the busy Tyne Valley transit route.

 

Area B

 

The East coastline under the base of the 1500ft Newcastle CTA is a busy transit route for VFR GA traffic and also
allows non-radio traffic to move freely. Area B (SFC-1300ft) effectively blocks this route and will force east coast
traffic to seek a formal zone transit with Newcastle ATC at a time when Newcastle ATC is short-staffed and
operating with reduced hours. The only option for non-radio traffic will be to head 4 miles out to sea, significantly
increasing risk for these air users who are traditionally historic aircraft or basic microlights.

 

Area C & D

 

When active, Area C closes the Hexham and Stanton airstrips that have operated for many years and are home to a
variety of LAA, BMAA and historic aircraft.
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[Airspace] Objection to Tyne Valley ACP

3 August 2023 at 12:54

Just as one final further point - if the operation is outside of controlled airspace, why do you need a TDA at all? All
VFR aircraft operate “see and avoid”, not necessarily in receipt of a service from ATC. Any aircraft transiting IFR would
be above MSA and therefore above your TDA. There is no requirement for a TDA at all, in my opinion, with no
increase in risk.

No TDA, but your continue your low level operation and I think everybody is happy?

Thanks,

> On 3 Aug 2023, at 12:45, wrote:
>
>  Dear Sir or Madam
>
> I would like to object in the strongest possible way to your proposal for a TDA along the Tyne valley.
>
> It is poorly thought through, with unnecessarily high vertical limits in an already congested area of airspace.
>
> The east coast is a popular transit route avoiding controlled airspace. The west end or “Hexham gap” as it is known,
is also a useful transit area tightly woven between established military danger areas and controlled airspace.
>
> Your previous trial along the east coast was also unnecessarily greedy - the majority of your routes were out to sea,
yet you still took up to 800ft amsl. Why? The drone could quite happily fly below 400ft out there without affecting
anybody.
>
> Speaking as a professional pilot, flying instructor, skydiving jump-pilot, CFI of Northumbria Gliding Club and aircraft
owner, all within the north east, I cannot put into words how incredibly damaging this proposal will be for local aviation.
>
> The general aviation, military aviation and sporting aviation community will lose great swathes of airspace or
potentially but themselves at risk by taking unnecessary gambles at the safe crossing of your area in poor weather
conditions and rising terrain.
>
> Our airfield, Currock Hill, home of Northumbria Gliding Club is effectively closed off to the north with your TDA.
>
> We cannot attempt to cross that area in a glider unless much higher than your upper limit because of the chances of
us having to descend into the danger area. We do not have the option of choosing when to climb because we do not
have engines. Conditions in the north of England are rarely good enough to be high enough to safely go north with
this proposal active.
>
> There are also a number of airfields within your TDA effectively grounded by your trials.
>
> Can I respectfully ask that these trials be reconsidered, and perhaps even conducted from inside the already
established military danger areas when not being used by the military?
>
> Overall, I think the common theme is “unnecesary and unsafe”.
>
> Kind regards
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>
>
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[Airspace] Objection to Tyne Valley ACP

8 August 2023 at 15:19

Good afternoon 

Thank you very much for responding with feedback to our proposal. We appreciate the time it has taken to read the
material and the constructive feedback you have provided. We would be more than happy to discuss this with you, but
in the meantime, we have addressed your points below. 

As former Air Traffic Controllers, we understand the need to safely transit within the area. Safety is an absolute priority
for Apian and a key part of this is reducing the risk to other airspace users. Your insight, as someone who flies within
Northumberland is invaluable and helps us to better understand how the shared airspace can be utilised.

Our priorities are to provide improved healthcare for patients and clinicians, but we also want to work collaboratively
with local aviation. This trial is one step closer to proving UAS can do this and at the same time integrate safely with
crewed aviation. Current regulations mean that we are required to apply for a TDA, however, we would like to
emphasise that we do not see this as a long-term solution and are working in collaboration with the CAA to support the
development of integrated airspace that allows equitable use for all airspace users. 

With reference to our previous trial, the TDA was segmented into 3 sections to support the access for emergency
services and military on operations. We operated over the sea due to feedback from stakeholder engagement and to
minimise impact on other airspace users, although this was not our optimal routing. Those segments were 650ft AMSL
over sea and 850ft over land to allow for safe segregation against aviation that may be operating at 650ft whilst the
aircraft operated at 400ft. 

Apian is co-founded by NHS Doctors, and as such, all our trials are focused around identifying, demonstrating and
implementing the real benefits to patients and clinicians as we integrate all our operations directly into the NHS.
Conducting trials in a military danger area would not allow us to calculate these benefits. 

We very much would like to operate without the requirement of a TDA, as you suggest, and we therefore continue to
work towards the safe integration of UAS operations in collaboration with the wider industry and regulators. However
current regulations specify that BVLOS operations must be conducted in unsegregated airspace until UAS has a CAA
certified ‘see and avoid’ solution with equivalent capabilities to that of crewed aircraft.

We would be really happy to organise a visit to the gliding club to discuss this with you and other members, or we
could organise a virtual call. Please let us know if this is something you might be interested in. 
In the meantime if you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards
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[Airspace] Proposed ACP - Northumbria TDA

3 August 2023 at 16:47

I object strongly to the proposed airspace change on the basis that, firstly, as a GA pilot operating in that area, I am of
the view that the large area of airspace being proposed will create significant and dangerous “pinch points” in the busy
airspace surrounding the Newcastle CTR.

In addition, it will severely restrict operations from an existing user of this airspace, the at
 who require access to low level areas to the north & west of their site for routine cross country flights.
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[Airspace] Proposed ACP - Northumbria TDA

8 August 2023 at 15:31

Good afternoo

Thank you very much for responding with feedback to our proposal. We appreciate the time it has taken to read the
material and the constructive feedback you have provided. We would be more than happy to meet and discuss this
with you, but in the meantime, we have addressed your points below. 

As former Air Traffic Controllers, we understand the need to safely transit within the area. However, your insights as
someone who flies within Northumberland, is invaluable and helps us to better understand how the shared airspace
can be utilised. This is why the stakeholder feedback is a critical and important step in our airspace change process. 

Current regulations require us to conduct the initial flights in segregated airspace, however, we would like to
emphasise that we do not see this as a long-term solution and are working in collaboration with the CAA to support the
development of integrated airspace that allows equitable use for all airspace users. 

We have previously successfully demonstrated working in close proximity to microgliding and gliding clubs, and
believe we could work with you and the broader GA community to achieve the same in this trial. 

Apian is co-founded by NHS Doctors, and as such, all our trials are focused around identifying the real benefits to
patients and clinicians as we integrate all our operations directly into the NHS. 
If you have any further questions or would like to schedule a meeting with either our healthcare or aviation team,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards













Integration 

By simply excluding other airspace users from their home airspace or preventing others getting to 

their planned destination, it is clear there is no intent demonstrated in this proposal to integrate with 

other airspace users. When one also factors in the unwillingness to provide a danger area crossing 

service, the huge TDA covering critical routes, the 24/7 proposed operation and concerns raised 

about airspace not being released when not required (by NOTAM) in the previous trial, it cannot be 

viewed as a reasonable proposal. I understand it is also contrary to the stated goals of the CAA as 

described in CAP2533.  

  

I trust that these concerns will be included in the airspace change process, provided to the CAA as 

part of the stakeholder consultation and taken into consideration in line with the proposal. As I am 

personally impacted by the proposal, I request to be kept up to date wherever possible within the 

framework and process.  
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[Airspace] ACP-2023-015 Feedback

3 August 2023 at 20:20

Dea

please see attached my objection to the extensive TDA detailed in ACP 2023-015.

I am an based GA pilot who flies extensively in the affected area. 

I am a frequent visitor to both the Stanton and Hexham strips that would be forced to be closed under your proposals. 
Further, like many others, I regularly use the key East coast transit route under the Newcastle CTA that you plan to
block and also the important Tyne Valley coast-to-coast transit route which, during TDA activation, will also become
impossible to traverse with a cloud base of 2000ft and below.     
Thank you.



Bottom Line. I object to the ACP in the strongest terms as the TDA design completely fails to adhere

to the CAA requirement to minimise impact on other air users. It closes two grass airstrips, blocks

the busy East Coast VFR coastal transit route under the Newcastle CTA, creates choke points that will

result in a large increase in traffic seeking Newcastle zone transits/Spadeadam D510 crossings and is

unreasonable in its vertical planning, extending to around 1500ft AGL in the busy Tyne Valley transit

route.

Area B

The East coastline under the base of the 1500ft Newcastle CTA is a busy transit route for VFR GA

traffic and also allows non-radio traffic to move freely. Area B (SFC-1300ft) effectively blocks this

route and will force east coast traffic to seek a formal zone transit with Newcastle ATC at a time when

Newcastle ATC is short-staffed and operating with reduced hours. The only option for non-radio

traffic will be to head 4 miles out to sea, significantly increasing risk for these air users who are

traditionally historic aircraft or basic microlights.

Area C & D

When active, Area C closes the Hexham and Stanton airstrips that have operated for many years and

are home to a variety of LAA, BMAA and historic aircraft.

The design uses a blunt approach of 600ft AGL above tallest known feature, giving 1750ft AMSL in

Area C and 2000ft AMSL in Area D which results in much of the TDA being 1000ft-1500ft AGL rather

than the desired/claimed 600ft AGL. The Tyne valley is a primary coast-to-coast transit route for both

civil and military traffic in the North and the proposed 1750ft/2000ft AMSL TDA base will prevent

500ft-1000ft AGL valley transits when the cloud base is low. This will severely restrict GA

coast-to-coast access.

DACS

Apian claim “Due to the heights of the proposed TDA complex (600 ft AGL above the tallest known

feature), a Danger Area Crossing Service (DACS) will not be provided.”. A DACS would allow both

Stanton and Hexham to operate whilst allowing the continued flow of the busy Coastal and Tyne

Valley VFR transit routes which can achieve 1000ft AGL within the majority of the TDA. The onus

should be on Apian to resolve rather than a disingenuous and misleading statement.

TDA Activation

During previous Apian UAS operations on the Northumberland Coast (ACP-2022-031), I didn’t see

any evidence that Apian cancelled TDA activation by fresh Notam when operations were suspended

for weather or serviceability, often for days on end. Instead airspace remained blocked to other users

despite it being unused for days. Apian should release airspace once it is clear operations will be

suspended. In the interest of transparency, Airspace usage statistics (days/hours flown v days/hours

Notamed) should be publicly available to both the GA community and the regulator.

Summary

The extensive and disproportionate nature of this TDA will severely and negatively impact other air

users in Northern England. I believe this trial only becomes viable when certified Detect and Avoid

Technology is available enabling co-existance rather than implementation via a TDA. By progressing

the TDA option, the wider flying community is being hugely restricted and put at significant risk

which is totally unacceptable.
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[Airspace] ACP-2023-015 Feedback

11 August 2023 at 10:18

Dear 

Thank you very much for responding with feedback on our proposal. We appreciate the time it has taken to read the
material and the constructive feedback you have provided. We would be more than happy to meet and discuss this
with you, but in the meantime, we have addressed your points below.

As previous air traffic controllers we have knowledge of and appreciate the restrictions you might face when flying,
and getting a perspective from a pilot who flies in the local area is extremely important. Your feedback will help us
continue the airspace change process by taking into consideration the feedback we have received to develop a more
refined airspace.

Our intention is to work with the local GA community, including any local airfields or airstrips, to explore the possibility
of operations working alongside each other, we completely understand that this is not always feasible. It is extremely
challenging to gain data on the GA operations at uncertified aerodromes,  and proves why stakeholder engagement is
an important part of the process. We have previously successfully demonstrated working in close proximity to
microgliding and gliding clubs, and believe we could work with you and the broader GA community to achieve the
same in this trial. 

Apian is being supported and guided by Newcastle International Airport ATC regarding operations in close proximity to
Newcastle Airport. We will continue to re-evaluate the DACS and DAAIS requirements based on feedback from the
aviation community and refinement of the airspace.  

Apian was founded by two NHS doctors, and all of our work is focused on providing improved healthcare to our
patients and clinicians. We are working directly with the Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, to provide an
on-demand delivery service in the most rural NHS Trust in England. The airspace proposed is directly linked to the
use case requirements which are outlined in Annex B.

Current regulations mean that we are required to apply for a TDA, however, we would like to emphasise that we do
not see this as a long-term solution and are working in collaboration with the CAA to support the development of
integrated airspace that allows equitable use for all airspace users. Our UAS operator intends to seek CAA guidance
on compliantly deploying detect and avoid technology to remove the need for segregated airspace, in line with the
Airspace Modernisation Strategy

Regarding NOTAMs in our previous trial, these were cancelled by the UAS operator directly when we did not
anticipate flying. As per the NOTAM process, these were cancelled through the Airspace Regulation (Utilisation)
Operations team at the CAA, who communicate them to the aviation industry. Cancellations of usage for the TDA were
due to daily limitations (i.e. weather), which is why cancellations were not seen in advance as we utilised the TDA to
complete as many deliveries and capture as much data for the NHS as possible. If you have suggestions to improve
the safe sharing of this information, please let us know and we can discuss them with the CAA. 

If you have any further questions or would like to schedule a meeting with either our healthcare or aviation team,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards

On Thu, 3 Aug 2023 at 20:21 wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]
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[Airspace] Airspace change

4 August 2023 at 08:34

Good morning my name is  I am the secretary of the  could you
tell me how these changes will affect our flying club and others in this area
Thanks.

Sent from my Galaxy
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[Airspace] ACP Objection

3 August 2023 at 18:55

Hi

I object to the ACP in the strongest terms as the TDA design completely fails to adhere to the CAA requirement to
minimise impact on other air users. It closes two grass airstrips, blocks the busy East Coast VFR coastal transit route
under the Newcastle CTA, creates choke points that will result in a large increase in traffic seeking Newcastle zone
transits/Spadeadam D510 crossings and is unreasonable in its vertical planning, extending to around 1500ft AGL in
the busy Tyne Valley transit route.

Area B
The East coastline under the base of the 1500ft Newcastle CTA is a busy transit route for VFR GA traffic and also
allows non-radio traffic to move freely. Area B (SFC-1300ft) effectively blocks this route and will force east coast traffic
to seek a formal zone transit with Newcastle ATC at a time when Newcastle ATC is short-staffed and operating with
reduced hours. The only option for non-radio traffic will be to head 4 miles out to sea, significantly increasing risk for
these air users who are traditionally historic aircraft or basic microlights.

Area C & D
When active, Area C closes the Hexham and Stanton airstrips that have operated for many years and are home to a
variety of LAA, BMAA and historic aircraft.
The design uses a blunt approach of 600ft AGL above tallest known feature within the TDA, giving 1750ft AMSL in
Area C and 2000ft AMSL in Area D.  This results in much of the TDA being 1000ft-1500ft AGL rather than the
desired/claimed 600ft AGL. The Tyne valley is a primary coast-to-coast transit route for both civil and military traffic in
the North and the proposed 1750ft/2000ft TDA base will prevent 500ft-1000ft AGL valley transits when the cloud base
is low. This will severely restrict GA coast-to-coast access.

DACS
Apian claim “Due to the heights of the proposed TDA complex (600 ft AGL above the tallest known feature), a Danger
Area Crossing Service (DACS) will not be provided.”. A DACS would allow both Stanton and Hexham to operate whilst
allowing the continued flow of the busy Coastal and Tyne Valley VFR transit routes which can achieve 1000ft AGL
within the majority of the TDA.  The onus should be on Apian to resolve rather than a disingenuous and misleading
statement.

TDA Activation
During previous UAS operations on the Northumberland Coast, I didn’t see any evidence that Apian cancelled TDA
activation by fresh Notam when operations were suspended for weather or serviceability, often for days on end.
Instead airspace remained blocked to other users despite it being unused for days. Apian should release airspace
once it is clear operations will be suspended.

Summary
The extensive nature of this TDA will severely and negatively impact other air users in Northern England.  I believe
this trial only becomes viable when certified Detect and Avoid Technology is available enabling co-existance rather
than implementation via a TDA. By progressing the TDA option, the wider flying community is being hugely restricted
and put at significant risk which is totally unacceptable.

Thanks very

--
Sent from my Android device. Please excuse my brevity.
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[Airspace] ACP-2023-015

5 August 2023 at 10:03

I object to the ACP  as the TDA design completely fails to adhere to the CAA requirement to minimise impact on other
air users.  It closes two grass airstrips, blocks the busy East Coast VFR coastal transit route under the Newcastle
CTA, creates choke points that will result in a large increase in traffic seeking Newcastle zone transits/Spadeadam
D510 crossings and is unreasonable in its vertical planning, extending to around 1500ft AGL in the busy Tyne Valley
transit route.

 

Area C and D will severely effect gliders which would be unable to use this area which is already one of the few ways
of safely

avoiding Newcastle airspace.

 

 I believe this trial only becomes viable when certified Detect and Avoid Technology is available enabling co-existance
rather than implementation via a TDA. By using a TDA, the wider flying community is being hugely restricted and put
at significant risk
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[Airspace] Fwd: Drone trial Northumberland

5 August 2023 at 10:47

Dear 

My minimum weather requirements are to be BELIW cloud which can be low in the proposed TDA, meaning it will
create a ‘no fly zone’ between Spadeadam and 4 miles out to sea on the east coast. The east coast CTA starts at
1500’ but allowing for 200’ clearance we effectively have a 100’ area to fly in (far too narrow).

Why on earth can’t you request for corridors rather than trying to grab ALL of the airspace solely for yourselves?

Your last trial was supposed to cancel the TDA by NORAM when flights weren’t taking place but the NOTAMS stayed
active regardless.

Please explain to me how many people it takes to launch the drone and unload it at the user’s end?

And how do the supplies get from the landing site to the hospital please?

Yours sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

On 4 Aug 2023, at 16:21, wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]
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[Airspace] Proposed Northumbria Danger Area

5 August 2023 at 13:23

Dea

As a member of Northumbria Gliding Club I must strongly object to the implementation of the proposed Northumbria
Danger Area. This will place a severe restriction on our flying activities, in particular it cuts across the track north,
which we use as a route to the Borders Gliding Club at Wooler. In addition it severely encroaches on our flying area
south of Hexham. Unlike powered aircraft, gliders cannot maintain a constant altitude and therefore could not overfly
this area where a land-out is a possibility.

If your scheme cannot operate without such restrictions then it would appear to be a non-starter. In fact, the proposed
function should be left to Blood Bikes, which is a free service that already operates successfully in the region.

Regards









not licenced to use the radio at this stage of their training and airspace transit is too
much un-necessary stress for a student pilot on their first or second cross-country
flight. We have one alternative destination to our North but we need 2 destinations
for students to qualify. There are no other destination airfields that I regard as safe
to send a student pilot to.

6. No Danger Area Crossing Service is proposed for the proposed TDA. Flying over the
TDA, whilst securing the option to land clear of the TDA in the event of an engine
failure will impossible except for the rare ‘clear blue’ days.

7. Area B effectively blocks the option to fly down/up the coast whilst remaining
outside controlled airspace. This is a heavily used route for VFR traffic, including
myself, and avoids adding burden to Newcastle Radar. The alternative path, crossing
Newcastle CTR, is not reliable as crossing may be denied.

8. While the proposed ACP-2023-015 does not consider the needs and wants of existing
airspace users, it also does not seem to recognise that there may be other airspace
users in future, including drone operators, The Post Office, Amazon, etc. Will all of
these have their own separate segregated DAs too?

9. Apian recognises that addition of segregated airspace is not in-line with UK airspace
modernisation strategy and is not the ultimate solution to enable drone deliveries.
Apian also states that Zipline already has Detect and Avoid technology. Surely it
would be better to trial the Detect and Avoid technology and seek CAA approval for
the technology first. This would avoid the need at all for any segregated airspace at
all. Am I missing something?

10. I believe NOTAMs for the previous Apian trial on the NE coast were not well
managed, meaning that there was much time when the TDA was notified as active
but the drone was not. I may be wrong and would be grateful to receive your data on
% utility of notified airspace. I am expecting the same poor management and
communication for the new TDA, so using up valuable airspace for no actual purpose.

11. I have read the published output of the previous NHS trial run by Apian. While
activity and achievements are reported there is not a convincing evaluation of using
drones compared to existing or other available alternative methods of NHS transport.
If evaluation could not be done from the previous trial, is there really any purpose in
running another similar trial?

12. The time window of 6 months for the trial seems extremely large for the purpose of
establishing whether a drone can fly packages between various points. I and others
are bound to question whether this is really a trial or the “thin edge of the wedge”
for expanding commercial operations? Those even more suspicious than I will
wonder if the association with the NHS is a means for Apian/Zipline to win private
airspace that can be exploited more widely in the future.

13. I am extremely excited about the use of flying drones to improve all of our lives in
future, but just like autonomous cars, I believe safe integration with other users
needs to be proven first.

I hope the above points help Apian, in some way, to develop a strategy for the safe and
successful integration of drone traffic in UK airspace.

Best regards
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[Airspace] Proposed Northumberland airspace changes

6 August 2023 at 11:11

Hello I am a nd wish to strongly object to your proposed
airspace changes in Northumberland on the grounds of safety for me and my passengers.
 I like hundreds of other GA pilots regurly fly south down the coast in the low level route under Newcastles airspace
with the option of making an emergency landing on shore if needed and your proposals will block us all from using that
route.
 If your proposals go ahead we will be forced some 4 miles out to sea with no chance of gliding back to shore if there
are any problems hence increasing the risk of ditching in the ice cold North Sea.
I hope you read this email and reconsider your proposal and talk with local GA pilots to find a better solution for all air
users.

Sent from my Galaxy
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[Airspace] Trial Plan Northumbria Stage 2 ACP-2023-015

6 August 2023 at 17:17

Dear sirs

I wish to lodge with you my concerns and objections to the proposed plan, which has just been forwarded to me.

Whilst I accept a need for and welcome the proposed initiative, my concerns and therefore objections are based solely
on the limitations that this proposal will put on my flying hours and in some instances may put me and my aircraft in an
unsafe situation.

I am a pilot flying out of r with an Eurostar microlight two seater aircraft. Both the coastal North South
Route and return, avoiding the Newcastle ATC zone, the  Consett-Derwent-Hexham route  and the Tyne Valley route
towards Carlisle identified in the proposal as a TDA are routes I regularly fly both ways and I believe many if not most
other pilots in the region will use these routes to reach the West Coast and to fly down south This equally applies to
those pilots also wishing to route South to North, or West to East and impacting Scottish flyers also.
Whilst it may be possible to request a transit one routing from Newcastle ATC, current experience and information
suggests this is unlikely due to staffing shortages at the ATC. This therefore imposes additional limits to flight planning.
Additionally, your proposed TDA also appears to significantly require pilots to fly, particularly in the Tyne Valley area at
a minimum hight of 1700 to 2000’ - your 600 feet above minimum ground level applies. This may cause problems
when GA pilots are met with increased and lowering cloud cover, often the case in the Tyne Valley.

I note the following in your plan and wish to comment as to those points your outline.

Page 2/24 : The feasibility flights will be conducted by UAS operator Zipline. Zipline designs, manufactures and
operates the world’s largest automated on-demand delivery system with a fleet of proprietary, fully-electric, and highly-
automated UAS. More information about Zipline can be found in Annex B.
                        Annex B - page 11/24 states:By using an industry-leading Path Planner software, Zips fly routes that
maximise safety and efficiency while minimising air and ground risk.

Perhaps someone can advise me who’s safety and air risk is being maximised here and just as importantly, how is this
being achieved? What thought has been given to the General Aviation aircraft being flown which is not carrying a
transponder or any conspicuity device.?

4/24: Zipline intends to seek UK CAA guidance on compliantly deploying detect and avoid technology to remove the
need for segregated airspace, in line with the Airspace Modernisation Strategy. The most appropriate way to
implement such segregated airspace is in the form of a TDA.
Whilst this may seem to be the  most appropriate way to you, you are effectively preventing GA flying in the North East
for a substantial period of time.
This clearly impacts those persons who have spent a substantial amount of money to enjoy their hobby and I see no
reason why you feel you can impact this enjoyment in this way. You have clearly not considered the needs of the GA
sector in your proposals, except to say you wish to hear their views.. A more understanding approach to your
problems and possible solutions would have been more acceptable.

Using the coastal route to fly South or North will now require an offshore transit which may put the pilot and passenger
at risk in the event of inclement weather or mechanical failure on board the aircraft. I do not accept that this is a
reasonable proposal.

You also comment that you will not be providing a Danger Area Crossing Service (Dacs) during this trial period. I
object to this strongly. You appear to be making no attempt to provide a solution other than to effectively say the onus
is on the pilot of the manned aircraft. this is to my mind unacceptable.

You comment that during this trial period, you aim to increase the number of deliveries - Page 1/24 & 3/24 & Need for
the service will be ‘On demand’ 6/24 and this seems to go against your comments that the TDA’s may be activated
and advised through Notams 24 hours before the flight takes place. It suggests that it is possible there will be flights at
any time of the day every day and it is therefore unlikely that we can be assured that Notams advising a No fly day for
the drone will be available. How you can fly emergency deliveries, over and above normal scheduled deliveries
without further impacting GA flying is beyond me.

I am also therefore interested in what proposal regarding airspace reconfiguration you can come up with - page 18/24
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- and I assume this will take into account GA flying as well as commercial, military etc?

My immediate reaction to this proposal is that it will severely harm recreational flying in the North of England as it
forms a barrier to any aircraft in the area, noting that in most cases, these aircraft are flying around the 3000 hight
AMSL and are substantially affected by weather conditions particularly low cloud.
Unless the CAA can determine and recommend a device which will enable both detection and avoidance of a drone
then I do not see how this can be consider safe.
It should not be for they GA flyer to make way for these trials but rather for the trials to take place knowing the risks
that they present to GA pilots and therefore taking these into account. I do not see how this has been achieved and
under the circumstances I am unable to provide any positive acceptance to the proposal.

Regards
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[Airspace] Apian Northumbria NHS Air Grid Airspace change ID: ACP-2023-015

7 August 2023 at 05:44

Sirs,

I object to the ACP in the strongest terms as the TDA design completely fails to adhere to the CAA requirement to
minimise impact on other air users. It closes two grass airstrips, blocks the busy East Coast VFR coastal transit route
under the Newcastle CTA, creates choke points that will result in a large increase in traffic seeking Newcastle zone
transits/Spadeadam D510 crossings and is unreasonable in its vertical planning, extending to around 1500ft AGL in
the busy Tyne Valley transit route.

The extensive nature of this TDA will severely and negatively impact other air users in Northern England.  I believe
this trial only becomes viable when certified Detect and Avoid Technology is available enabling co-existance rather
than implementation via a TDA. By progressing the TDA option, the wider flying community is being hugely restricted
and put at significant risk which is totally unacceptable.

Regards,
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[Airspace] Proposed Airspace Change - Northumbria TDA

8 August 2023 at 08:01

Sir,

 

I am writing to express my strong objection to the proposed alterations to the local airspace within
the North-East of England, as detailed in the Public Proposal Area [pID: 546] on the CAA Airspace
Change Portal. My concerns are deeply rooted in the potential adverse impact these changes may
inflict upon the community of recreational pilots in our region.

 

The recent article "Severe and Negative Impact if Northumbia TDA Goes Ahead," published by
Flyer Magazine, provides invaluable insights into the implications of these proposed airspace
adjustments. The rationale behind the establishment of a danger area within the proposed
changes warrants further scrutiny. Recreational aircraft operating under Visual Flight Rules (VFR)
adhere to a "see and avoid" principle, while Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) aircraft maintain
altitudes above Minimum Safe Altitudes (MSA), ensuring safe separation. Hence, the risk of a
collision between an aircraft and a drone is no greater than that between two aircraft themselves.

 

It is disconcerting that the proposed changes exhibit a lack of comprehensive foresight. The
arbitrary determination of the tops of the Terminal Control Area (TDA) based on mean sea level
(MSL), rather than above ground level (AGL), raises significant concerns. The Flyer Magazine
article aptly highlights the consequences of such a choice, particularly in relation to the crucial
Hexham gap and east coast transit routes. These routes, already constrained by existing airspace
and military danger areas, will face additional challenges due to these proposed modifications.

 

Furthermore, the wellbeing of our local general aviation community hangs in the balance. The
Flyer Magazine article underscores the detrimental effects of the proposed changes, detailing the
resultant operational difficulties. The ability to fly northwards, an essential aspect of recreational
aviation, is compromised by the risk of inadvertently breaching the newly designated danger area.
This restriction poses not only a practical challenge but also undermines the essence of
recreational flying in our region.

 

I am compelled to bring attention to the fact that the impact of these proposed alterations extends
beyond the boundaries of airfields encompassed within the TDA. The Flyer Magazine article draws
attention to the broader implications on the general aviation ecosystem, encompassing businesses
vital to the provision of services such as aircraft maintenance, flight training, and fuelling. The
ramifications of the changes may well result in economic setbacks and a decline in overall aviation
activities.

 

In conclusion, I respectfully urge you to re-evaluate the proposed changes to our local airspace
with utmost consideration for the concerns raised by the Flyer Magazine article and the broader
recreational aviation community. It is of paramount importance that a comprehensive consultation
process ensues, engaging stakeholders from various sectors of aviation, including recreational
pilots. By doing so, we can collaboratively develop a solution that ensures both safety and the
preservation of the cherished recreational flying experiences that our community values.

 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
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[Airspace] re ACP-2023-15

9 August 2023 at 08:30

Dear Sir / Madam

Figure B.3 in the Trial plan document omits the area of airspace currently utilised by Northumbria Gliding club as
agreed with Newcastle airport. 

Would you be able to forward me a revised copy of this figure with the gliding club airspace indicated on the figure?

Yours faithfully
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[Airspace] Apian Northumbria NHS Air Grid Airspace change ID: ACP-2023-015

9 August 2023 at 13:12

Good afternoon

I have just seen & read your proposals re the above change of Airspace.
I am an approved CAA UAV (7yrs) operator based in Hexham and operating throughout Northumberland mainly doing
mapping operations.
These changes will impact my business as some of the area proposed covers areas I fly and sites I use for
training/testing.
There is also a local model flying club which has its flying field near Hexham.
What input/say do I have in all this?

Regards

























Dear Stakeholder,

Request for support to ACP-2023-015 Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation
Trust feasibility flights within a trial Temporary Danger Area (TDA).

I am writing to you on behalf of Apian, a medical logistics startup founded by NHS
doctors with support from the NHS Clinical Entrepreneur Programme. We work on
behalf of the NHS to operationalise uncrewed air system (UAS) technology and
research its impact on patient health outcomes and staff wellbeing.

Apian, in conjunction with the Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, is
looking to conduct feasibility flights using UAS between hospitals, GP surgeries,
care homes and pharmacies. We would like to trial a regular, on demand delivery
service for the distribution of medical payloads such as, prescription medication,
medical implants, medical electronics, blood packs, medical and consumable
supplies, medical documentation, as well as emergency deliveries. These flights
will allow us to research, validate and provide vital data to establish whether the
use of UAS, in these clinical settings will lead to improved patient care.

You may have supported us on our previous project in Northumbria
(ACP 2022 031), and we would like to thank you for the support and feedback you
provided during and after the project. That feedback allowed us to gain an
understanding of how we can better integrate UAS. Please see the summary and
lessons learnt during that project here.

As part of our application for a trial TDA, we have identified you as a key
stakeholder. We have attached our trial plan for our proposal which includes
details of our trial TDA in Annex C. We have also included a feedback form which
we kindly request you return to us before the end of our stakeholder engagement
period, 22nd September 2023, and look forward to receiving your confirmation of
support.

If you have any further questions or would like to discuss the project in further
detail, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Kind regards,



How to provide feedback
Apian welcomes comments and feedback from all interested parties. All
comments received regarding this proposal will be taken into consideration
before a final design is submitted to the CAA. All the details of this airspace
change proposal are available on the CAA’s Airspace Change Portal. Feedback on
the proposed trial TDA, or requests for further information should be sent to:

Aviation team at

A feedback form is provided and a word document is attached to the email
containing this material for your use if you wish.

Responses regarding the proposed trial TDA submission must be received by
22nd September 2023.

Name

Email

Representing

Address (including
postcode if possible)

Feedback:




































































































































